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This is the digital version of the printed book (Copyright © 2004).Testing is not a phase.

Software developers should not simply throw software over the wall to test engineers when the

developers have finished coding. A coordinated program of peer reviews and testing not only

supplements a good software development process, it supports it. A good testing life cycle

begins during the requirements elucidation phase of software development, and concludes

when the product is ready to install or ship following a successful system test. Nevertheless,

there is no one true way to test software; the best one can hope for is to possess a formal

testing process that fits the needs of the testers as well as those of the organization and its

customers. A formal test plan is more than an early step in the software testing process—it's a

vital part of your software development life cycle. This book presents a series of tasks to help

you develop a formal testing process model, as well as the inputs and outputs associated with

each task. These tasks include: review of program plansdevelopment of the formal test

plancreation of test documentation (test design, test cases, test software, and test

procedures)acquisition of automated testing toolstest executionupdating the test

documentationtailoring the model for projects of all sizes Whether you are an experienced test

engineer looking for ways to improve your testing process, a new test engineer hoping to learn

how to perform a good testing process, a newly assigned test manager or team leader who

needs to learn more about testing, or a process improvement leader, this book will help you

maximize your effectiveness. 
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ExecutionGlossaryBibliographyIndexForewordRodger and I first met in 1985 at the Testing

Computer Software Conference, which I coordinated. This was Rodger’s first software testing

conference, and like many folks new to software testing, he was determined to learn as much

as he could about the fascinating field of software testing in the limited time available. At the

time, Rodger had been working as a team lead for system testing on a large software program

for a government customer.Over the years, I watched Rodger’s career develop, and witnessed

as his focus changed from learning and using testing techniques, to testing management, and

finally to concentration on the software testing process. In the mid-1990’s, Rodger presented

aspects of his process model at the Quality Assurance Institute’s International Conference on

Software Testing, the same process model that this book describes in detail.Best Practices for

the Formal Software Testing Process: A Menu of Testing Tasks is the product of the knowledge

that Rodger has gained through personal experience as well as from seminars and

conferences put on by the QAI and other well-respected testing organizations.Primarily

intended to help new test engineers and test engineering managers understand the steps

involved in testing software systems and hardware-software systems, this book will be useful to

any testing organization interested in documenting and improving its testing process. It begins

by showing you how to develop a test plan based on the software and system requirements,

which identifies exactly what will be tested, and goes on to detail the tasks and processes

involved in executing the test and documenting the results of the testing.While this book

focuses primarily on testing associated with large development programs—using either a spiral

life cycle or the Unified Software Development Process, with its iterative phases—the

information Rodger offers can be put to the most effective use through tailoring the process to

fit your specific environment.Readers familiar with the testing documentation and testing life

cycle contained in IEEE-Standard-829, the Standard for Software Test Documentation, will



readily see the links to the process model detailed in this book. Nevertheless, those working

with other life cycles will find guidance in tailoring this testing process to fit those life

cycles.Best Practices for the Formal Software Testing Process serves as a fine example of

What to Do to Test. As Rodger writes, this is the book he wished he’d had when he started his

software testing career. This book should be in the hands of every member of every software

testing organization. If you buy this book, plan to use it; don’t just set it on your

bookshelf.September 2003Orlando, FloridaWilliam E. PerryPrefaceWhat is “the formal software

testing process”?One of the definitions the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) Software Standards collection provides for process is “a course of action to be taken to

perform a given task” or “a written description of a course of actions, for example, a

documented test procedure.” Various editions of Webster’s Dictionary offer a series of

definitions for process, including “a particular method of doing something, generally involving a

number of steps or operations.”A simpler definition of a process is “the way we do things.”Thus,

we could say that the “testing process” is “a course of action to be taken to perform formal

testing,” or “the way we do testing here.”But, how does “the way we do testing here” stack up

against industry standards for best testing practices, and why did I go to all the effort to define

a Formal Testing Process Model? Let me share a short personal retrospective.I have spent

twenty-eight years of a mostly exciting technical career testing and managing testing programs.

These programs started out as hardware programs, and evolved into hardware and software

systems programs in the mid-1970’s. I was lucky in some respects to work for a large company

in the Department of Defense (DoD) area; thus, we were always in an environment that forced

us to be rigorous and methodical, both in test execution and in test documentation. Note that

being methodical didn’t always lead to delivering successful systems.When I first began

working in programs that were primarily software, I was looking for sources of material on “best

practices” relative to the software testing process. Being in the DoD environment, our

customers supplied Contract Deliverable Requirements Lists (CDRLs) that identified the

documents we had to write. Thus, we had a framework for our programs. Later, I discovered a

number of military standards (for example, DoD-Standards 2167A and 2168), and the IEEE

Software Engineering Standards, which I continue to use to this day. Following the series of

documentation contained in IEEE-Standard-829, the Standard for Software Test

Documentation, suggested a standard process to utilize for software and systems test

documentation.In 1992, while working in the Commercial and Government Systems Division of

the Eastman Kodak Company, my job was to develop a testing estimate for a program we were

bidding for the Internal Revenue Service. Having built estimates previously for large, complex,

testing programs, I knew that I needed a logical, structured list of tasks to form the basis of my

estimate. I could then convert this task list into a work breakdown structure (WBS), and

estimate the time to perform each task.About this same time, I was reading Watts Humphrey’s

fascinating book Managing the Software Process (Humphrey, 1989). Watts showed how to use

Input-Process-Output (IPO) diagrams to document a process; I applied that technique to the

testing process. That was the first formal documentation of the top levels of the model you will

see described in this book. I published an article describing how aspects of this model could be

used in estimating, in 1993 in the June issue of Ed Yourdon’s American Programmer

newsletter (Yourdon, 1993).1 That’s one use of such a model. Over the years, I continued to

refine the model until it became the fairly detailed model presented in this book.1Rodger D.

Drabick, “A Process Model Tool for Estimating Software Costs,” American Programmer, Vol. 6,

No. 6 (1993), pp. 20-27.Incidentally, our prime contractor accepted my estimate, and both it and

the Internal Revenue Service accepted the overall estimate.The first light bulb that lit as I



began to learn about software testing is that testing has a life cycle that is closely linked to the

software development life cycle. What seems like a logical truth in 2003 was a real revelation to

many in the mid-1970’s. I still think that the “V-diagram” is a thing of beauty. The V-diagram is a

means of illustrating the relationship between the concurrent software development and testing

life cycles (see Figure 1-2 for one example of the V-diagram). Unfortunately, there are still a

large number of people and corporations developing software who haven’t recognized this

basic truth. We write a test plan while requirements are being developed. We then do test

design and write test cases as the software design is being developed, and write test

procedures during the coding phase.2 Execution of formal testing occurs following unit testing

and integration testing.2See the Glossary at the end of this book for a definition of “test case”

as there is much confusion in the industry regarding this term.The second light bulb that lit

pertained to the critical importance of test planning, and the consequent need for “testable

requirements.” Many good books have been written on these subjects (Gause and Weinberg,

1989; Wiegers, 1999), so I will not belabor the point here.The third light bulb that was turned on

was realizing that to properly estimate testing programs, we need a structured, internally

consistent list of tasks that test engineers will perform on a specific program. Once such a list

of tasks is in hand, we can then estimate each task individually to get a bottoms-up estimate

for a testing program. And if we perform the same set of tasks (or a very similar set) on each

program, we can begin to establish accurate metrics for how much our testing costs, and how

long it can be expected to take.In brief, what I am providing in this book is a soup-to-nuts list of

tasks and processes for a program of formal software or system testing. If you are just starting

to implement a testing process, you will not want to try to implement all parts of this model in

one fell swoop; it would be too overwhelming and too costly. In later chapters, I suggest ways to

implement this process in a prioritized, piecewise fashion.ObjectivesThere is no “one true way”

to test software, so the goal of this book is to provide you with information that you can use to

develop a formal testing process that fits the needs of you, your customers, and your

organization.Glenford Myers woke up the testing community in 1979 with his book The Art of

Software Testing; he stated that the purpose of testing is to find errors, rather than to prove that

a system works. Regardless of what your opinion of his thesis is, we test to see if we can find

any problems with developed systems. A best-practices test process is performed throughout

the duration of the development process. The test process puts appropriate emphasis on

requirements testability, documentation prior to test execution, review of the documentation,

systematic interface with the development community, and test execution according to the

approved documentation. A series of tasks to accomplish this testing process is presented in

this book.In addition to defining the sequence of tasks in the testing process, I address

interfaces between the formal testing group and the other organizations involved in the

software development life cycle, including development engineers, managers, software quality

engineers, and software configuration management personnel. All of these people have

significant roles that must be performed in a quality manner to make the software development

process and the software testing process work. One of the primary purposes of test

documentation is communication with the other groups on the program, so we as test

engineers must be sure to make these intergroup interfaces work. All of us should be aware

that there’s a Level 3 key process area (KPA) in the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability

Maturity Model (SEI-CMM) for Intergroup Coordination. Early in the development life cycle, test

engineers and managers review program-level plans, including the Program Management Plan

(PMP), the Configuration Management Plan (CMP), the Software Quality Assurance Plan

(SQAP), and the Software Development Plan (SDP), or whatever you call these documents in



your environment. During the requirements phase of the software development life cycle, test

engineers review the requirements. Later in the life cycle, the groups that authored these plans

and the requirements get to return the favor by reviewing the test plan. Test engineers review

software design (and sometimes code) for input to their test designs, test cases, and test

procedures. Once again, development engineers, QA staff members, and CM personnel

should review the test designs, test cases, and test procedures. As has been shown in other

reference materials (Wiegers, 2002), peer reviews minimize defects and cost-of-quality by

finding defects as early as possible in the life cycle.Intended AudienceI have written this book

for four specific audiences, who have much in common:• new test engineers, who want to learn

more about the framework of tasks performed as part of a good testing process• newly

assigned test managers and team leaders, who are not experienced testers (but may have

come from a development, quality assurance, or systems engineering background) and who

need to learn more about testing quickly• more experienced test engineers, who are looking for

ways to improve their testing process• process improvement leaders, such as members of

software engineering process groups and quality assurance staffAll of these folks realize that

testing is necessary to verify the quality of the delivered product(s). They should also be aware

that a coordinated program of peer reviews and testing can support a good software

development process, but if the developers fall short of building a quality product, it’s not

possible to “test quality in.”Organizations that are pursuing Level 3 of the Capability Maturity

Model for Software (for additional detail on the Capability Maturity Model from the Software

Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, see Appendix A and Website ) will also

find this book valuable, since testing is a significant component of the Software Product

Engineering key process area for CMM Level 3. The newer Capability Maturity Model

Integration (CMMI), with components of Systems Engineering, Software Engineering,

Integrated Product and Process Development, and Supplier Sourcing, has process areas for

Verification and for Validation, both of which involve aspects of testing. This book will assist

them in documenting their testing process, which will support them in the Level 3 key process

area Organization Process Definition.There’s actually a fifth audience as well, those software

development team leads, supervisors, and managers who are interested in learning more

about what test engineers and the testing group are doing, and why.PrerequisitesWhat should

you know to read this book? You should be aware that testing is not a “phase,” where software

developers “throw the software over the wall” to test engineers when the developers have

finished coding. To be cost effective, testing needs a life cycle that runs concurrently with the

software development life cycle. The testing life cycle begins during the requirements

elucidation phase of the software development life cycle, and concludes when the product is

deemed ready to install or ship following a successful system test (or whatever you call the

final test in your culture).Ideally, you should be aware of the importance of test documentation,

especially a formal test plan, in your life cycle. You should be aware that there are good

standards for this documentation in the software industry; I strongly recommend the IEEE

Software Engineering Standards collection in general, and IEEE-Standard-829, the Standard

for Software Test Documentation, in particular.Finally, you should have the desire to improve

your knowledge of the testing process, and a commitment to make improvements.How to Read

This BookThis book is laid out in the following order:1. Chapter 1 provides a general overview

of the software development life cycle, and an overview of the concurrent testing life cycle. It

also shows the need for a testing process model, and illustrates the Level 0 and Level 1 IPO

diagrams for this model.2. Chapters 2 through 7 show decomposition of the Level 1 IPO

diagram into a series of Level 2 and Level 3 diagrams, to show the tasks involved in the review



of program plans, the creation of a test plan, the creation of test design (and other test

documentation), the performance of formal test, and finally, the updating of test documentation.

This set of tasks can be used as the basis for an estimate of a formal testing program on a

particular development program.3. Chapter 8 provides some thoughts on how to use and

customize this process model, which is a soup-to-nuts model. You may not be in a position to

use such a model initially, but on a large program, putting this process in place should be your

goal. Customizing the model should be your goal on a medium- or small-size project. Thus, this

model provides a template for a testing process improvement program. To end the text itself,

Chapter 9 provides a brief summary of the model in its entirety.4. To conclude the book, I’ve

added four practical Appendices, a Glossary, a Bibliography, and, of course, an Index. Although

most of these final sections are standard fare, the Appendices bear describing. Appendix A

provides a brief description of the Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM-SW) from the

Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, as well as a brief description of

the SEI’s more recent Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). Appendix B provides

templates for five preferred practices that are significant to a software development program,

including a Program Management Plan (PMP), a Software Development Plan (SDP), a

Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP), a Configuration Management Plan (CMP), and a

Test Plan (TP). Appendix C provides a questionnaire you can use to evaluate the state of your

testing process. Let this guide your use of the Formal Testing Process Model as a mechanism

to help you improve your testing process. Appendix D contains guidelines for test execution.To

gain a detailed understanding of the tasks, inputs, and outputs involved in formal testing, you

can simply read the book from front to back. For readers desiring to explore specific aspects of

the testing process (for example, test execution), I would recommend skimming Chapter 1

(Introduction), reviewing Chapter 2 (The Formal Testing Process Model: Level 1 IPO Diagrams)

to identify which process you want to explore in more detail, and then proceeding directly to

that chapter (for one example, test execution, see Chapter 6, “Perform Formal Test,” and

Appendix D). Though there are sections for each subprocess of the major processes (for

example, subprocess Execute Test, major process Perform Formal Test), I would suggest there

are enough interfaces between the various subprocesses that the entire section should at least

be skimmed.I don’t spend much time discussing the topic of testing tools and test automation,

because these are really software development programs, not test processes. However, there

are two subprocesses defined for Acquire Test Software in Chapter 5, which should be

reviewed. One subprocess deals with building your own test software tools; the second

subprocess addresses the activities involved in buying the tools you need.I hope that this book

will start you thinking about the following questions:• Does our current testing process have all

the tasks we need to identify defects in the products under test? If not, which tasks should we

add first to improve our testing process?• Have we identified the next step in our continuous

process improvement plan?• Do we have the necessary reviews in our testing process (for

example, Test Plan inspection)?• Are we writing all the test documentation we need to provide

high-quality repeatable tests?• Is testing and test coverage adequate for our program (for

example, enough time, enough test points)?If you can answer yes to all these questions, then

you probably don’t need to read this book in its entirety. But are you sure that your test process

is as good as it can be?There is one additional caveat to keep in mind as you read this book:

You will not find the term “bugs” used. I once heard a testing guru state at a conference that he

didn’t like the term “bugs,” since the term implies that bugs have a life of their own. Those of

you with a memory for computer trivia will remember that the term originated when workers on

an early Navy computer found that a large moth had become trapped between the contacts of



a relay, causing the computer to malfunction.3 Well, folks, in software, defects don’t jump in by

themselves. Human beings, as software engineers, put defects in code. Now, the defects may

not all be our fault, since we may just be doing what we were told to do when the customer

gave us some incorrect requirements, but nonetheless, people put defects in; defects don’t just

appear spontaneously. So, in this book, you’ll see the terms “defects,” “incidents,” and

“problems,” but you won’t see the term “bugs.”3As a Lieutenant in the United States Navy, the

late Retired Rear Admiral Grace Hopper and her team discovered a moth trapped between the

contacts of a relay, preventing the relay from passing current. As a result of this episode,

Hopper is credited with coining the terms “bug” and “debug,” to describe computer errors and

how to fix them. Source: People and Discoveries, .Scope of CoverageThis book will present a

description of a process and a set of tasks that can be used to implement or improve a formal

testing program. Formal testing means test activities performed by a group of trained

professional test engineers whose chain of command is independent of development

management. Examples of formal testing are system testing and acceptance testing. By

contrast, informal testing consists of test activities performed by the development group.

Examples of informal testing are unit testing and component testing. Integration testing may

also be informal testing, if members of the software development group perform that testing.In

addition, this book will identify the testing tasks, the inputs and outputs associated with each

task, presenting them by means of classical Input-Process-Output diagrams. Tasks that span

the testing life cycle, from test planning through test execution and beyond, will also be

addressed.FeaturesThis book addresses testing activities and tasks that span the entire

testing life cycle—from review of program plans, to developing the formal test plan, through

developing the remainder of the test documentation (test design, test cases, test procedures)

as well as acquiring any needed automated testing tools, through test execution, to final

updating of the test documentation after test execution is complete.The test activities and tasks

will be represented using the technique of classical Input-Process-Output (IPO) diagrams, as

suggested by Watts Humphrey (Humphrey, 1989). The test activities, tasks, and processes are

in accordance with those documented in IEEE-Standard-829, the Standard for Software Test

Documentation, and are techniques suggested by a number of testing specialists, including

personnel at the Quality Assurance Institute (Orlando, Florida) and Software Quality

Engineering (Jacksonville, Florida). These are techniques I have used for many years on a

variety of hardware and software programs, of large and small size. Hopefully, use of this

method and adoption of some or all of the processes will help you as much as they have

helped me.Readers should keep one additional point in mind: The full-blown model described

in this book details a full-featured formal testing process that is applicable to large programs

and that would fully support programs deliverable to state and federal governments, or on

programs delivering safety-critical systems or having significant impact on corporate profits. For

work on smaller systems, or in organizations where a formal testing process is just getting

organized, this process model must be significantly tailored and reduced in scope. Guidance in

tailoring this process model and using it on projects and programs of various sizes is provided

in Chapter 8. As with any process improvement opportunity, don’t try to do everything at once.

Prioritize your process improvements and proceed slowly and methodically. Plan your work on

small projects so as to have lots of little victories. In today’s sound-bite management

environment, it is very important to show lots of accomplishments. It is essential to make sure

you can publicize your and your group’s accomplishments if you are going to survive in this

new world of short-term planning and thinking.Benefits to the ReaderWhy should you, the

reader, care about a book that provides a detailed definition of a software testing process? A



short answer is, because you need to learn more about how to do testing; this means knowing

what the testing process should be. Another answer is, you believe the testing process you are

now using could be improved and you need some guidance.This book, and the model detailed

in it, is designed to fill both needs.If you are a new test engineer or test engineering manager

who has not spent ten-to-twenty years in the testing arena, such a model can serve as a

confirmation of the “good things you are doing” and a useful guide to “things you should be

doing.” In Critical Testing Processes, testing expert Rex Black goes into a beautifully detailed

set of steps for developing a testing estimate (Black, 2003). Use of a process model such as

the one I define in this book can identify a list of tasks that form the foundation for such an

estimate.At the risk of repeating myself, I’d again like to note: My goal is to address testing

activities and tasks that span the entire testing life cycle, from reviewing program plans, to

developing the formal test plan, through developing the remainder of the test documentation

(test design, test cases, test procedures) as well as acquiring any needed automated testing

tools, through test execution, to final updating of the test documentation after test execution is

complete. To do all this, you can use the technique of IPO diagrams shown in the following

chapters to model your current testing process. This approach will provide you with a model of

a software system that is an analog to the current logical model defined in the many seminars

and books on the structured methods put out during the 1970’s and 1980’s by staff and

consultants at Yourdon, Inc., and published by Yourdon Press.4 You could then take your

current logical model and compare it with the model defined in this book, and decide whether

any elements are missing from your process. Finally, you could start a process improvement

activity to implement some of those missing elements, so that your process will be improved.

An improved testing process should result in your identifying more defects prior to delivering

your products, either by finding those defects prior to coding (through reviews associated with

developing test documentation), or by finding defects during test execution because your

improved procedures result in better testing.4Although I could cite many seminars and books,

the seminal works on structured methods seem to me to be ones published by Yourdon Press

(Yourdon and Constantine, 1975; DeMarco, 1978; Page-Jones, 1980; McMenamin and Palmer,

1984).Before you jump into the book, let me offer another advisory note: Read the Glossary.

Currently, there is ambiguity in the testing industry regarding some of the terms we use on a

daily basis, such as “test plan,” “test cases,” and “test procedures.” This book adheres to the

terminology from IEEE-Standard-610.12, the Standard Glossary of Software Engineering

Terminology. Many companies use the term “test plan” to encompass all test documentation. In

such an instance, the IEEE-type test plan is the first chapter, and test cases and test

procedures are contained in appendices. That isn’t what is meant by “test plan” in this book.

Similarly for the term “test cases”—in some companies, test cases are considered to be the

step-by-step instructions for executing tests. This book uses the term “test procedures” to cover

those step-by-step instructions; in IEEE terminology, “test cases” contain the input data and

expected results when input data are input to the system under test. So, keep this book’s

Glossary handy to avoid confusion.Now that you have finished this Preface, turn to Chapter 1,

“Introduction,” and begin to read the book itself. Hopefully, you’ll enjoy reading it as much as I

have enjoyed developing the model and writing the book.August 2003Columbia,

MarylandR.D.D.Chapter 1. Introduction1.1. OverviewThe purpose of this book is to identify the

significant processes, inputs, and outputs that, in combination, define a structured process for

formal software and system testing. This formal process will provide personnel who are

performing the functions of test engineers and managers with a menu of activities and tasks to

employ in implementing a formal testing process. Interfaces between various functions and



groups (for example, systems engineering or software development) involved in the software

development life cycle (SDLC), and their influence on the testing process, are identified. This

list of processes can be converted into a task list that can be used to develop estimates for

formal testing on a program, as well as providing a map for improving your testing process.

This process can provide a basis from which you can document your formal testing process, so

as to be compliant with Level 3 of the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from the Software

Engineering Institute (SEI). For further information, see Appendix A, which provides an

introduction to the SEI and versions of its Capability Maturity Models, as well as the SEI’s

Website at .In this introductory chapter, I mean to provide you with a short description of the

software development life cycle. I follow this with a brief description of a commonly used testing

life cycle, and show how the two life cycles relate to each other. Though many of you are

familiar with these relationships, I provide these descriptions for those new to the testing field,

either as newly appointed managers or new test engineers. More experienced personnel can

just skim the next two sections.It may seem hard to accept that, in this modern age, there are

members of executive management who believe that testing is a phase of the life cycle that

comes after coding, and that software can be “thrown over the wall” to testing at that point. I’ve

just come from working for a company whose executive managers believed that. Fortunately,

the team lead of the testing group knows better, but she has faced an uphill battle to get her

test engineers involved early in the development life cycle. Testing cannot be viewed simply as

the last step in the software development cycle; testing has a life cycle of its own.Finally, I will

provide some justification for ways in which a formal testing process book can be valuable to

test engineers and testing managers.If you are looking to put a testing process in place, or to

improve an existing process, this model should point you in the right direction. However, as with

most models, it needs to be modified and tailored to work in your culture and environment.

Some examples of ways to tailor this model for your specific environment are shown in Chapter

8.1.2. The Software Development Life CycleFor the purposes of this book and to illustrate what

I call the Formal Testing Process Model, I use a generic software development life cycle,

shown in Figure 1-1. This life cycle represents the core workflows of the Unified Software

Development Process (USDP) (Jacobson et al., 1999), as well as one cycle of the Spiral Model

(Boehm, 1988). In its single-cycle version, this life cycle is still used in a large number of

software development communities, on both large and small development programs. So, the

generic software development life cycle should adequately support the testing process

described later in this book.Figure 1-1. The generic software development life cycle can be

used to model the testing process.One of the significant points in Figure 1-1 is that the phases

are not entirely in series; there is some overlap in time between the end of one phase and the

beginning of the next. For example, requirements analysis is rarely fully completed before

design begins. This is one area in which the USDP is markedly superior to the generic

software development life cycle. Iterations of the core workflows (requirements, analysis,

design, implementation, and test) permit refinement of facets of requirements, analysis, design,

and so on, as the program proceeds to completion. This is one version of a software

development life cycle that can be described as “Build a little, test a little, . . .”Another software

development life cycle that has gained increased popularity is Extreme Programming (XP),

which can be described in several ways, including “Build a little, test a little . . .” and “test

first” (Beck, 2000). Given that XP involves development and testing cycles that are completed

in two-to-three weeks, all the steps identified in the specific process model described in this

book cannot be employed in such an environment. However, concepts cited in this model (such

as reviewing requirements, reviewing test cases and test procedures with development, and



concurrent development and testing life cycles) are critical to an XP environment. Tailoring of

the process model described in this book for XP becomes a more extensive operation, but will

yield a usable, valuable testing process.So, in a development life cycle, requirements are

elucidated in some fashion; hopefully, the customer and the end user are involved in this

process. Then, the requirements are analyzed so that the software aspects of these

requirements can be refined for the development team. The development team then optionally

creates a top-level architecture and design before proceeding into detailed design, and thence

into completing code and unit testing (that is, white-box testing, or structural testing).Following

successful completion of unit testing, integration testing (usually a combination of white-box

and black-box testing) is performed. Depending on the size and complexity of the software

system, either this may be another task for the development team, or a separate integration

test team may perform this testing formally (I’ve seen this both in projects for the Federal Drug

Administration and the Internal Revenue Service), or personnel assigned to perform the formal

testing function may perform integration testing. Formal testing (black-box testing, or

requirements-based testing), which goes by a variety of names (for example, system test,

acceptance test, or end-to-end test), is then performed by the personnel assigned to the formal

testing function on the program. In some cases, the next step is a formal user acceptance test,

which the end users perform according to test documentation based on the requirements

developed at the start of the life cycle.Again depending on the software system and customer

or regulatory requirements, the tested software may be run in parallel with existing legacy

software for some period of time prior to formal cutover.In certain cases, software that has

been through formal testing (alpha) in-house may be released to certain special customers for

beta testing. This limited testing is performed prior to release of the software to the general

customer population. The intent of this beta testing is to evaluate the operation of the software

in controlled production conditions, possibly in environments that could not be tested in-

house.Finally, the developed system is deployed and becomes subject to ongoing maintenance

as defects are found, or is enhanced as new requirements are found and approved.1.3. The

Formal Testing Life CycleTo be most cost effective, the formal testing life cycle needs to

parallel the software development life cycle. When I began formal software testing, I was

fortunate to attend the “Structured Software Testing” seminar taught by Bill Hetzel of Software

Quality Engineering (SQE). Among the many bits of valuable information I picked up at that

seminar, most instructive was that the test plan, the first deliverable in the testing life cycle,

should be constructed as requirements are being developed. Since the formal test plan is

based on the requirements, we need a high-quality set of requirements to facilitate effective

testing. Therefore, management should schedule a formal review or walkthrough or inspection

of the requirements, which test engineers should attend. Review of the requirements by the

test engineers should actually be the first test performed on a project (Drabick, 1999). It is

impossible to overemphasize how critical it is to both programmers and test engineers that

requirements are fully understood and documented. Requirements are the basis for accurate

design and coding on the development side, and consistent testing (for example, number of

users; expected usage by customer, whether hourly or 24x7; and so on) by the test

engineering team.Figure 1-2 shows one version of the V-diagram, which illustrates how specific

testing documentation is developed in concert with software development tasks. The figure

also shows how specific levels of testing (for example, integration testing) validate and verify

the products produced during the development life cycle. However, this figure illustrates only

one perspective of the significant aspects of the testing life cycle.Figure 1-2. The V-diagram is

a graphic used to illustrate the interactions between the software life cycle and the testing life



cycle.Figure 1-3 shows the various components of the testing life cycle, proceeding through

development of documentation (test plan, test design, test cases, test procedures) into test

execution. Note that in this book, the names of test documentation (for example, test plan) are

assigned according to the definitions provided in IEEE-Standard-610.12, the Standard

Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology. In the testing life cycle, personnel assigned to

the testing function (test engineers) begin by reviewing requirements and then develop the test

plan based on those requirements. It is significant to note that the primary goal of a formal test

program as described in this book is to verify requirements (for example, the requirements

documented in the software requirements specification, or equivalent document). The test plan

identifies “what will be tested.” The next stage in the life cycle is to begin developing “how the

system will be tested,” with test design constituting the first stage in the “how.” The top-level

information in the test design is then expanded into additional detail in the set of test cases, all

of which identify the inputs and expected outputs for the test. If any test software is needed to

support the test, requirements for that test software are identified during test design or

development of test cases. Finally, the step-by-step instructions for executing the test are

developed in the test procedures. This completes the development of the “how to test”

documentation. Then, test execution begins, based on the instructions contained in the test

procedures (which, of course, were based on the test plan and the system requirements, and

developed according to the test design and the test cases).Figure 1-3. The components of the

testing life cycle are depicted in a waterfall model with steps whose output feeds back to

previous steps until testing has been completed.Another aspect of the interfaces between the

development life cycle and the testing life cycle (TLC) is shown in Figure 1-4, which depicts

how the phases of the generic software development life cycle have corresponding phases in

the testing life cycle. As shown by a double-headed arrow, the software development life cycle

phase Requirements Analysis is linked to the testing life cycle phase Requirements Review

And Test Plan Development. The SDLC phase Design is linked to TLC phase Test Design And

Test Case Development that occurs in parallel with TLC phase Test Software Development.

During the SDLC phase Code And Unit Test, the TLC phase Test Procedure Development is

performed. Then, the life cycles merge for the Formal Test Execution phase; the Parallel

Operations phase; and the Install, Operate, And Maintain phase.Figure 1-4. The phases of the

generic SDLC correspond to those in the testing life cycle.Thus, there are corresponding

phases and products for each of the phases in the software development life cycle and the

testing life cycle. These are listed in Table 1-1.Table 1-1: The phases in the testing life cycle

closely correspond to those in the SDLC and produce similar products.Note that the merged

phases Parallel Operations and Install, Operate, And Maintain are not listed in the table, since

test engineering is normally only involved in regression testing of defects and fixes during

these phases.Now, we’ve used the term “test engineers” in this section of this book, but who

are these test engineers? In the context of this book, test engineers are the professionals who

are responsible for developing the test documentation (test plans, test design, test cases, test

procedures) and supporting test data, and who then execute the system tests based on this

test documentation. In a large organization in the best of all worlds, a test engineering group

reports to a test manager, who reports to an upper-level vice president or director of product

quality assurance, rather than reporting somewhere in the development chain-of-command.

This allows the test engineers and test managers to be objective, so that when they report bad

news, they will not be in fear of losing their jobs. Test engineers can come from many

backgrounds. They can be former programmers, although this is not required. In a large

organization, they can be former members of the systems engineering group; this group is



normally responsible for developing requirements and interfacing with external customers on

technical matters. One advantage to systems engineers becoming test engineers is that these

folks understand requirements, and are also trained to see the big picture. Too often, it is easy

for programmers to focus on details, rather than on understanding how all the parts fit

together.In a smaller organization, personnel may have to perform different roles, depending

on the phase of the life cycle and the need for resources. A person may be a requirements

analyst at one point, a designer at another point, and perform the test engineering function at

yet another point in time. The difficulty in performing multiple roles, of course, is that the person

performing those multiple roles must be skilled in the tools and techniques needed for each

role. It is very difficult for a person to know all the needed techniques for requirements analysis,

software design and coding, and effective testing. As a member of a small organization, a

person may be required to perform multiple roles effectively, but that doesn’t make it easy.1.4.

Organizational ConsiderationsThe process model for formal testing, as described in this book,

is primarily intended for use on medium-to-large software-intensive programs, in which medium-

size development programs deliver software of 25-to-100 thousand lines of source code (25

KSLOC to 100 KSLOC), and large-size programs deliver more than 100 thousand lines of

source code. In Chapter 8, I suggest how this model can be tailored both for medium-size

programs and projects, and also for smaller ones, including those using aspects of Extreme

Programming.In the best of all possible worlds, on a large program, an organization similar to

that shown in Figure 1-5 might be used.Figure 1-5. The organization responsible for overseeing

a large hardware and software program development effort can be depicted in the simple form

of a standard organization chart.In Figure 1-5, I show the development organization and a

separate, independently reporting quality organization. For simplicity, I do not show any of the

manufacturing and assembly groups that would be necessary to support the hardware side of

a hardware-software system. I also do not show division-level groups like marketing, sales, and

contracts that report directly to the line-of-business vice president. Five organizational

elements are directly responsible to each program manager:1. program tracking and product

control staff (this group relates to the Project Tracking and Oversight key process area of the

CMM)2. subcontract management staff (this relates to the Subcontract Management key

process area of the CMM)3. systems engineering staff (responsible for requirements definition

and customer interface)4. hardware engineering staff (if appropriate)5. software engineering

staffThe program tracking and product control function, or group, tracks schedule performance

(actual against planned) and financial performance (actual expenditures against planned

budget), and coordinates delivery of hardware and software products to the customer (after

these products are made available by configuration management). Note that financial and

schedule data are monitored from the quality organization, as well as from the program

elements.Systems engineering embraces the subject-matter experts for the requirements; they

are responsible for working with corporate marketing and sales to translate requirements from

customer needs statements, and for working with the customer contracts organization to

interface with the customer on technical matters. Systems engineers will produce the data

packs required to support requirements review meetings, inspections, and walkthroughs. When

problems are found with hardware or software during system testing, systems engineering will

be responsible for clarifying any requirements-related issues necessary to resolve the

problems. Since systems engineering is responsible for the big picture in a program, its staff

will have significant input to impact analysis required for proposed changes submitted to the

Change Control Board (CCB).On integrated hardware and software systems, hardware

engineering is responsible for developing the designs for the hardware (for example,



photographic printers and scanners) from the requirements, and for assisting bringing the

designs into production. The hardware engineers will work closely with systems engineering,

software engineering, QA, and test engineering staff during development and formal system

test.Software engineering is responsible for developing designs, creating code, and performing

unit and possibly integration testing on the software required to fulfill the requirements. The

software engineers will work closely with systems engineering, hardware engineering, QA, and

test engineering staff during development and formal system test. Software engineers will

prepare data packs for design and code inspections and walkthroughs, and will be sure that

these data packs are distributed to the reviewers in time to support the scheduled review

meetings.The subcontracts management function, or group, provides the appropriate interface

to any subcontractors on the program, who produce hardware or software components for the

program. This group is responsible for developing and conveying statements of work (SOWs)

to subcontractors, and orchestrating any quality reviews of subcontracted products. Staff

members from the subcontracts management group interface closely with the program

manager, engineers, and QA personnel. If appropriate, they may also interface with test

engineering when problems are found with subcontracted products during formal system

test.The director of quality oversees a separate organizational chain, and reports to the line-of-

business vice president. In our example shown in Figure 1-5, the director of quality has

responsibility for the four elements of the quality support infrastructure, which includes

configuration management, quality assurance, reliability engineering, and test engineering.

This independent reporting chain satisfies the requirements of the CMM for Software (CMM-

SW) that there be an independent manager and group to perform QA in the Level 2 key

process area (KPA). In this sample organization shown in the figure, the Software Engineering

Process Group (SEPG) responsible for facilitating and improving process maturity also reports

to the director of quality. Since I have suggested that this organizational structure is appropriate

for a large program, there will be dedicated CM, QA (including software quality assurance),

reliability, and test engineering staff assigned directly to each development program. The

primary reporting channel for these personnel is to the quality manager, but the dotted lines on

the chart in Figure 1-5 show that these staff members also report to the individual programs,

through the quality manager. Though not shown on the chart, there should be frequent and

effective communication between the CM, QA, reliability, and test engineering personnel with

their peers in the development organization. The SEPG group will serve all development

programs, as well as each element of the quality support infrastructure.Hardware and software

quality assurance personnel are responsible for verifying that defined processes are followed

during product development. They should coordinate metrics, coordinate review meetings,

assist program management in coordinating the risk identification and mitigation program,

monitor the configuration management process, coordinate reviews and audits, and monitor

test execution (to verify that testing processes are followed). If no SEPG personnel are

assigned to a program, QA staff may facilitate process improvement, based on information

obtained from metrics. QA staff also may serve as moderators or recorders (but never both

simultaneously) of walkthroughs and inspections. Obviously, there should be significant day-

today communication between QA personnel and their peers in the systems development area

on each program. QA staff members should also maintain the incident-tracking system for the

program, and report regularly on incident status. On a hardware and software program, the

responsibility for quality control, including incoming parts inspections, calibration of test

equipment, and assembly inspection, would be assigned to this group.Configuration

management personnel are responsible for maintaining baselines of hardware and software



products, including documentation, and for controlling versions when changes are input

(possibly as a result of problems found during testing). The lead CM engineer on the program

should chair the Change Control Board, although the program manager has veto power on any

proposed change. Configuration management should work with QA to perform regular audits of

the CM system, to verify that proper versions of products are being maintained. CM personnel

should supply version-controlled software to test engineering, as required during the test

program.Many programs in the DoD arena also require reliability engineering support.

Reliability engineers develop reliability models of hardware and software systems based on

published failure rate and duty cycle data, and produce reliability and availability estimates of

systems (Musa et al., 1998).11Duty cycle data should keep track of the percent of time that a

component or subsystem is operating, out of the total amount of time the component or

subsystem is on but in an idling mode.The test engineering process is the primary focus of this

book. In the context of this book, the test engineering area is considered to be responsible for

reviewing requirements for testability; developing testing documentation (test plans, test

design, test cases, and test procedures) for formal testing; reviewing test documentation with

systems engineering, hardware engineering, and software engineering; specifying the test

environment (also called test harness); executing tests; and reporting on the results of the

tests. During requirements review, test engineering staff members will interface with systems

engineers, hardware engineers, and software engineers, and will maintain these interfaces

while they are developing the test documentation. These interfaces will be maintained during

test execution; test engineers will also interface closely with QA engineers who monitor test

execution. Test engineers will document problems found during testing in the incident-handling

system, and will work with developers to analyze the problem and to perform a regression test

of any fixes.As mentioned previously, in small organizations developing small software systems

(fewer than 25 KSLOC), it is frequently necessary for people to perform several roles during

the program. In such a case, rather than interpreting the boxes in Figure 1-5 as groups, they

must be considered as responsibilities that are assigned to the personnel on the program.

Thus, I could be a requirements analyst one day, and writing a test plan the next day. My office

mate might be coding and unit testing software one day, and then handing the software off to a

third team member who runs the formal system test according to the test procedures I wrote

the week before. The following day, my office mate might be writing the user manuals. What is

important in a small organization is not necessarily what the organizational structure is, but

that all the necessary tasks are performed with high quality. Hopefully, this book will help you

identify what tasks should be performed. Obviously, in small groups where people switch roles

frequently during a program or project, it will not be possible to satisfy the CMM-SW

requirement for organizational independence of QA and CM staff, since there may not be a

separate reporting chain for the individuals performing these functions.1.5. The Need for the

Process ModelAs the testing life cycle has matured and test techniques have developed, new

test engineers and test managers have to acquire additional knowledge of the test domain.

Since testing is more than simply a phase of the software development life cycle, people

performing the test engineering and test manager functions must be aware of this fact. We

must become salespeople of a sort, to transfer this knowledge to our executive management. If

we don’t have this knowledge ourselves, we won’t be very good at the sales part of the job.But,

if you as a new test engineer or a new test manager haven’t spent years in the field, how do

you know what to sell? As an example, the key to developing a good test program is a good

test plan, and the key to developing a good test plan is a good set of requirements. There is a

variety of literature that discusses techniques for generating good requirements (Gause and



Weinberg, 1989; Wiegers, 1999), but there are a lot of very talented software development

engineers and test engineers who have never read any of that literature. The situation relative

to executive management is even worse. We test engineers should be stressing the need for

good requirements development to the development and management communities. We can

do this in three ways: by encouraging requirements reviews, by reviewing requirements

testability using a simple technique (Drabick, 1999), and by developing test plans.How do you

know that this is something you should be doing? You could spend a year attending testing

conferences sponsored by a variety of organizations; two of the best are the Quality Assurance

Institute’s International Conferences on Software Testing and Software Quality Engineering’s

STAR Conferences. Or, you could read the IEEE Software Engineering Standards from cover

to cover (note that, currently, this is a four-volume set). Alternatively, if there were one concise

roadmap of the tasks a mature test engineering organization can and should be performing, it

would assist in identifying these tasks. I submit to you, that if you become acquainted with the

process model described in this book, you have this roadmap in your hands.In brief, what I am

providing in this book is a list of tasks and processes for a program of formal testing. If you are

just starting to implement a testing process, you will not want to try to implement all parts of

this model in one fell swoop; it would be too overwhelming and too costly. In later chapters, I

suggest ways to implement this process in a prioritized, piecewise fashion.It is worth noting

that as test engineering has matured since the early 1970’s, we have realized that we do our

best work in an environment where there is no longer an adversarial relationship between the

people doing software development and those folks performing the role of test engineering. We

are all part of one organization, and our overriding goal is to produce the best possible

systems and software for our customers, given the constraints of resources and time. One of

the reasons for reviewing requirements and addressing testability of those requirements early

in the life cycle is to make testing easier, but testable requirements will also make design and

coding easier for software development. If requirements are so ambiguous that test engineers

don’t know what to test, how can developers be expected to design and code to those

requirements? In contrast to some of my contemporaries, I have always tried to encourage

complete and open communication between a test team and a development team. Software

development personnel should be reviewing test documentation, in the same way that test

engineers review requirements, design, and code. Early and frequent feedback between the

various groups on a program will contribute to lower costs and faster time-to-market. There

should be no surprises in the test documentation for development staff members, since they

should have thoroughly reviewed these products.1.6. How to Use the Formal Testing Process

ModelThere is no “one true way” to test software, so the goal of this book is to provide you with

a structure and set of best practices that you can use to develop a formal testing process that

fits your needs, and those of your customers, your management, and your organization. You

should consider this book as a menu of things you could do, and then establish a set of

priorities for what you’ll do first, what you’ll do second, and so on.As an example, suppose you

are working in a test engineering role in a company in which the current state of the practice is

that the following happens when, say, executive management gets an idea for a new

application to add to the software suite your company produces. First, that management

assigns a developer to the task; then, the developer takes the limited input from management

and writes code for the application. Thus, in such an environment, the entire requirements and

design process is minimized at best, and short-circuited at worst. When code is complete as

far as the developer is concerned (and we’ll believe that he or she did some limited unit testing

based on an understanding of the “requirements”), the developer hands the code to the test



engineer he or she is most comfortable working with, or to the team leader of testing. This may

well be the first time that the folks involved in testing have heard about this new or upgraded

application.If you’re in the role of testing team leader or test engineer, what good does the

model in this book do you? In this specific instance, I’d advise you to look carefully at the

Perform Formal Test process (see Chapter 6 for details). See which of the five subprocesses

(Hold Pretest Meeting, Execute Test, Determine Disposition Of Incidents, Hold Posttest

Meeting, or Write Test Report) you are currently performing. I suspect that, in the environment

I’ve postulated, your group is only performing the Execute Test and Determine Disposition Of

Incidents subprocesses. It would not be difficult to start holding pretest and posttest meetings,

and these could markedly improve your process. At the pretest meeting, you should ask the

developer to describe the unit and integration testing performed and to identify areas of risk.

The personnel assigned to testing can then concentrate on these risk areas. In such an

environment, there probably hasn’t been time to develop a test plan or test design, but what

would you base the plan or design on anyway? Test cases or test procedures will have been

developed based on discussions with the developer and the development team lead or

manager. These can also be reviewed at the pretest meeting for adequacy. This could turn out

to be a long meeting for a complex application. You might want to schedule a test-case and

test-procedure review meeting prior to the pretest meeting. Peer reviews of test documentation

are always a good idea, and the earlier they can be held, the better the return.As part of the

Perform Formal Test process, you should also make sure you have some sort of tool or

process in place to record defects discovered in testing, a process to present them to the

developers, and a process to incorporate the fixes and to regression-test the application to

make sure that the fixes work (and, perhaps equally important, that they don’t break something

else).This strategy is one way in which the Formal Testing Process Model can be used.As a

second example, suppose your organization is fairly mature, but is writing test plans that are

not based on requirements. Further, let us postulate that the reason the test plans are not

based on requirements is that there is no consistency in the way requirements are developed

among the members of the development team. Your first process improvement might be to

develop a test plan template based on the format contained in IEEE-Standard-829, the

Standard for Software Test Documentation (see Appendix C). Don’t forget that you want to

identify any requirements or features that you will not test as well as those you will test. You

may not be able to test certain features due to limitations in your in-house test environment or

test harness. This was quite common in a small company I worked for.When you look at the

Create Test Plan process and its subprocesses (see Chapter 2), you will also see a

subprocess for Analyze Requirements. In this subprocess, you will see that each requirement

(hopefully documented in an IEEE-compliant software requirements specification) can be

reviewed to determine if the requirement is testable (Drabick, 1999). If requirements aren’t

testable, your test engineers are going to have a difficult time evaluating whether or not the

system in test meets those requirements. Evaluating requirements testability is a process that

can be easily implemented to help improve the quality of the requirements in your organization.

As mentioned previously, improvements in requirements will lead to improvements in the test

plan, which will result in an improved test program. This should lead to fewer defects delivered

to the customer.This is a second way in which the Formal Testing Process Model can be

used.The Formal Testing Process Model can also be used to provide the list of tasks to form

the work breakdown structure (WBS) for the test engineering function. A WBS provides a

subdivision of the project into distinct tasks, each of which is defined, estimated, and tracked

(Humphrey, 1989). Once the task list for the WBS is established, each task can then be



estimated. If you have metrics that identify the time required to complete each task on similar

projects, you can use these metrics to develop your estimate (Putnam and Myers, 2003). If not,

you will have to use engineering judgment based on your experience to estimate the time

required to perform the tasks. Obviously, estimates prepared using engineering judgment have

more uncertainty than estimates prepared based on metrics. I initially developed the Formal

Testing Process Model to formalize such a task list for estimating purposes (Drabick, 1993).A

third way the Formal Testing Process Model can be used is as a training tool for new test

engineers and test managers. It can also be shared with development engineers and

managers, so that people in these functional areas know what test engineers will be doing on

their projects.There is a fourth way this Formal Testing Process Model can be used—as a

basis for documenting your own testing process. For those readers not familiar with the CMM,

please refer to the SEI’s Website () or, in this book, to Appendix A. If your organization is in the

midst of trying to achieve Level 3 of the SEI’s Capability Maturity Model, one of the Level 3 key

process areas is Organization Process Definition, shown in Figure 1-6. Part of satisfying this

KPA means documenting the process you use for formal testing. Once you assess your current

process, you can make additions, corrections, and deletions to the charts shown in the Formal

Testing Process Model to achieve a graphical definition of your testing process in a short

amount of time. Approve your model and publish it, and you’ve defined your testing process.

The newer Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) contains process areas for Verification

and Validation, as well as a process area for Organization Process Definition.Figure 1-6. The

characteristics to be achieved at each of the five levels of the SEI’s original version (VI.1) of its

Capability Maturity Model are broken out in boxed form. Commonly used names describing the

levels are shown at the left of each box, with level numbers at the right.So, depending on your

development environment, the maturity of your testing function or organization, and the

associated maturity of your development organization and management, this Formal Testing

Process Model can be used to improve your testing process, which should improve the quality

of your software products.However, I want to offer two thoughts here. As mature software

engineers and managers, we know that the earlier defects are found, the cheaper it is to

correct them. For quantitative measures of this, Figure 1-7, on the following page, provides

data from a study by J.W. Radatz for the U.S. Air Force Rome Air Development Center (RADC).

Radatz’s study shows that it costs $194 to find and correct each defect in the requirements

phase of the life cycle, but that it will cost $7,136 to find and correct that same defect if it is not

found until the formal system test stage of the life cycle, a ratio of almost 37 to 1. Since writing

test documentation (including test plans, test designs, and so on) helps to find defects early in

the life cycle, this is one reason to create your test documentation as early as possible. Similar

results are noted for IBM AS/400 operating system software, where the ratio of finding defects

early in the software development cycle as opposed to in the field is as high as 36 to 1 (Kan,

1995). As you can imagine, it is even more expensive if you don’t find these defects until the

software is in production, where the figure typically is a factor of 110 to 1 (Jones, 1986).Figure

1-7. “V&V savings—exclusively within development—come through lowering the cost to fix

problems by finding them sooner.”22This caption is quoted from the Rome Air Development

Center report, authored by J.D. Radatz. It highlights how progressively costly it is to discover

defects as development proceeds—that is, savings pertaining to verification and validation are

greatest when V&V is performed early in development.As Capers Jones has reported, the

efficiency of system test execution ranges from 25 percent to 60 percent, with a mode of 45

percent (Jones, 1986). Thus, even if you make major improvements in your testing process,

you will still never find all the defects in your system. That’s why you should combine reviews



and inspections with system test documentation development and system test execution to

maximize your probability of finding defects prior to sending them on to your customers. In

short: Although exhaustive testing is impossible, exhausting testing is something most test

engineers experience on a daily basis.1.7. Input-Process-Output ModelsThe Formal Testing

Process Model in this book has been developed based on techniques suggested by Watts

Humphrey in Managing the Software Process (Humphrey, 1989—see especially Chapter 13).

This technique involves the use of Input-Process-Output (IPO) diagrams, as developed at

IBM.Figure 1-8 shows a generic IPO diagram. Within the central block, the process is named.

Inputs are shown entering the process from the left, and outputs are shown exiting from the

process on the right. The outputs result from the process taking action on the inputs. There is

also the provision for internal feedback loops, as shown on the bottom left of the process block,

and for inputs from external processes that enter the process block on the bottom right.Figure

1-8. The basic diagram used to depict the Formal Testing Process Model is an IPO diagram.A

collection of IPO diagrams, with appropriate inputs, process names, and outputs make up the

Formal Testing Process Model. Within the more complex diagrams (for example, Figure 1-10),

inputs may be positioned on the top and bottom, as well as on the left-hand side.1.8. Level 0

IPO Model for Formal TestingThe Level 0 Input-Process-Output diagram for the formal testing

process can be seen in Figure 1-9, on the preceding page. The term “Level 0” is used here

because the IPO diagram is similar to the parent, or top-level, context diagram used at

Yourdon, Inc., and elsewhere, in the 1970’s and 1980’s in what is known as structured analysis

—a part of the YOURDON™ Systems Methods (YSM) formal modeling approach; there, the

context diagram was called a Level 0 data flow diagram (DeMarco, 1978). As we go into

greater detail in the Formal Testing Process Model, we will see how to develop Level 1, Level

2, and Level 3 IPO diagrams.Figure 1-9. The Level 0 IPO diagram depicts how software

engineers from the formal testing group test the code based on documented test plans, using

approved test procedures. An essential part of the process requires that errors be formally

documented and analyzed.Note that the diagram shown in Figure 1-9 presents a top-level

(Level 0) view in terms of inputs and outputs. More detailed inputs and outputs will be found in

lower-level (Level 1,2, and 3) diagrams.Readers who are familiar with structured analysis

methods and techniques relied upon during the final decades of the twentieth century will

already be familiar with the concept of “leveling” (DeMarco, 1978). Essentially, the idea is to

expand a portion of a high-level diagram into one or more instances of lower-level diagrams,

with each lower level showing an increasingly detailed picture of a specific area. In the work

formalized by Tom DeMarco, a data flow diagram shows up to a maximum of nine and a

minimum of five subprocesses inside the Level 0 diagram. Although this guideline originated

years ago with DeMarco’s data flow diagrams, it is valid and applicable today. I use it along with

the leveling technique for IPO diagrams.Significant inputs to the formal testing process

depicted in Figure 1-9 include1. a documented set of requirements. (Our primary goal as test

engineers working on a formal test program is to verify the requirements. Executable code is

needed to execute during the test.)2. knowledge of the software design, for example, images of

the proposed graphical user interface (GUI).3. a set of risks to use in prioritizing the test

program. (Identifying these risks in the test plan, test design, test cases, and test procedures

will support timely mitigation of the risks, which should make the test program go more

smoothly.)4. source code that has been debugged and engineering-tested prior to delivery to

formal test.5. a set of automated test tools.At this level (Level 0), the process is simple. Test

engineers develop test documentation, and use that documentation to execute tests of the

delivered code. Incidents (of which real defects will be a subset) are formally documented by



test engineering, and submitted to the appropriate group for analysis and repair. (Note that

some of the defects will occur as a result of test documentation problems, so the test group will

be responsible for fixing some of the defects.)Significant outputs from the formal testing

process include five components:1. tested code2. a documented test report3. a list of incidents

(possible defects) discovered during test execution4. a list of system limitations discovered

during test5. updated test documentation (plans, designs, cases, and procedures)This, then, is

what you should find in the Level 0 Input-Process-Output diagram. There is nothing particularly

revealing at this level, unless your organization has not yet realized that testing is a formal

process, and that testing needs to be based on an approved set of requirements.1.9. Level 1

IPO Model for Formal TestingThe Level 1 Input-Process-Output diagram for formal testing is

shown in Figure 1-10, and is a collection of five IPO diagrams. The five Level 1 processes

shown in the figure are listed below:1. Extract Test Information From Program Plans2. Create

Test Plan3. Create Test Design, Test Cases, Test Software, And Test Procedures4. Perform

Formal Test5. Update Test DocumentationFigure 1-10. The Level 1 IPO diagram illustrates a

greater level of detail associated with the formal testing effort.Additional details of inputs and

outputs are shown for each of the five processes, and these expand on the high-level inputs

and outputs shown in Figure 1-9. By analogy with the Yourdon structured techniques, we can

think of making the transition from the Level 0 IPO diagram (Figure 1-9) to the Level 1 IPO

diagram (Figure 1-10). In YSM terms, this is like going from the context diagram (Level 0) to the

Level 1 data flow diagram (Level 1). As the number of the levels increases (Level 0 to Level 1

and on), the amount of detail presented in the diagrams will increase as the focus

sharpens.1.10. Limitations Inherent in This Book’s ScopeThe process model for formal testing

described in this book is intended to cover the activities, processes, and tasks involved in a

formal testing program—the primary goal of that test program is to verify the requirements

documented in a software requirements specification. While some of the subjects I cover can

apply to informal developer testing (for example, unit testing), this book is not designed to

discuss that type of informal testing; in fact, the amount of test documentation described in this

book is inappropriate for unit testing. In addition, unless a user community assembles a formal

test group to implement user acceptance testing, the process identified in this book is not

appropriate for that level of testing.For similar reasons, this book does not address the

handling of change requests. I believe that the tasks and activities associated with change

requests are better addressed as part of a configuration management process, which would be

another book. However, as I have done work on such a process model, interested readers may

contact me via e-mail at xkejaguar@aol.com. Let me summarize here by saying that change

requests, design change orders, software change orders, or whatever term you use, can be

started by anyone, but should be formally approved through a formal Change Control Board at

meetings attended by program management. Once a change request is approved, the

appropriate document (requirements specification, design specification, or test documentation)

is updated and the version number incremented. Test engineering is interested in change

requests since the number of change requests against the software requirements specification

provides information relative to requirements volatility.1.11. What’s Next?In the following

chapters, I present individual IPO diagrams for each of the five processes listed above. Those

diagrams are developed to Level 1, and then, in subsequent chapters, to Level 2 and Level 3

IPO diagrams. These leveled diagrams reveal the complex processes involved in formal testing.
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John E. Lincoln, “Great Reference for Formal S/W Engineering / Testing Systems (Actual or

Desired). I purchased this book based on Amazon's information and the reviews. My purposes

in doing so are different than most who would / should consider it -- to audit and assist US FDA-

regulated companines in compliance, including the requirement for validating software in

medical devices, or in manufacturing and data systems used to manufacture FDA-regulated

products (devices and drugs). Given that caveat, Rodger's book is an excellent resource. He

supplements his narrative with numerous diagrams which he defines as describing a process

and a "set of tasks that can be used to implement or improve a formal testing program".His

stated assumptions (a pre-existing formal system in place at a company; specifically defined by

the Capability Maturity Model / CMM 3-4+; with a separate reporting structure -- or, as he

stated, "the full blown model described in this book details a full-featured formal testing process

that is applicable to large programs and that would fully support programs deliverable to state

and federal governments, or on programs delivering safety-critical systems or having significant

impact on corporate profits" ). What he describes would fit well with the FDA's GMPs(Good

Manufacturing Practices), a quality system similar to but more stringent than ISO 9001 / 13485,

and various FDA /Agency guidance documents on software validation (a series of structured

documentation and testing requirements).Although presented for / geared to a large

corporation w/ greater resources, I would argue that the basic principles he discusses, and the

systems approaches recommended, are adaptable, and 'down-scaleable' to any size company.

It also provides a model / target to aim for by any software developer / provider, including

(especially) the small shop, a requirement trend that will probably only increase, and globally --

and providing such companies a competitive advantage, and enhance the Intellectual Property



(IP) value of the resulting product. His strategic level and test level discussions also provide the

basis for input to software portions of a company's documentation -- the Quality Manual, SOPs

(standard operating procedures), and WIs (work instructions) for both engineering and testing /

QA.Certainly, the recommendations, systems, documentation and efforts outlined in this book,

if followed in principle, would greatly reduce the problems experienced in software / hardware

implementation projects, including some recent failures / delays receiving nationwide

publicity.As such, it has proven to be a valuable addition to my consulting library, and a useful

reference in conducting audits, making recommendations, and developing validation protocols.”

Dayle I Fish, “Great Book for the Test Manager of a complex testing organization. Every one

has not gone Agile. Many are still hanging onto the old ways of testing software and creating

an organization with which to conduct quality testing of software. Mr Drabick's excellent book

provides very detailed procedures with which to stand up and manage a Testing Team which

will satisfy those customers who cannot go fully Agile or even partly Agole due to record

keeping requirements. I suggest that this document be required reading. Even if you are

intending to go Agile, this book provides the reader with very good basis for creating an testing

organization. Use what works discard which does not, but use this book for theories and

reasons.”

Mike Tarrani, “For mature organizations. First, this book is not primarily for software test and

QA professionals who are working in 'typical' organizations. As noted by others, the approach

this book provides is best suited to organizations that are at least at CMM level 3. Moreover,

unless software engineering practices across the organization are mature the approach will

probably fail. However, that does not prevent even a Level 1 organization from selecting best

practices and tasks set forth in this book and applying them. The net result will be an

incremental improvement, and may be the catalyst for larger improvements with a small

win.That said, this book is invaluable to mature organizations that are committed to software

engineering at the defined, managed or optimizing levels of maturity. It distills formal test

practices drawn from a variety of sources and the author's experience into a succinct, process-

oriented guide. The model itself is presented in IPO (Input-Process-Output) diagrams that start

at a high level to describe the process itself, and drill down into successive levels of detail in

level 2 and 3 IPO diagrams. This process-oriented structure gives a great deal of clarity to a

complex set of processes that touch all milestones in any SDLC.I like the fact that the model

proposed is not rigid, but can be tailored to development life cycle approaches ranging from

waterfall to agile approaches. Chapter 8 gives advice on how to accomplish the tailoring

without breaking the integrity of the process. I also found the appendices useful, especially

Appendix B (preferred practices) and the plans and templates provided, and Appendix C

(testing processes evaluation questionnaire).If your organization is pursuing CMM level 3 or

above, or are contractually required to have a formal software engineering process or process

capability, this book will address the software testing process areas of a larger initiative.

However, do not overlook some of the small wins a chaotic organization can achieve by using

many of the ideas in this book.”
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